
DIY Surgical Mask  
 

Items needed: 

Sewing Machine                                                                                                                                         

Thread  

Scissors  

Fabric marking pen 

Straight pins 

Ruler 

Iron 

Material needed: 

2- 8.5x7.5 pieces 100% Cotton (make sure that they are different prints or colors- so that the 

heath care professional can differentiate one side from the other) 

 

 

 

 

2- 2.5” x 42-43” 100% Cotton strips  

Instructions: 

1. Take one piece of your 8.5x7.5 fabric lay it with the print facing you, next lay the other 8.5x.5 

with the print side down. (print touching print)   

2. Sew down 3 sides using a ¼” seam.   

3. Sew down the last side but leave a 2” opening, so that you can turn your fabric right side out.  

4. Turn fabric right side out 

5. Press your fabric making sure that your seams lay flat. 

6. Lay your turned fabric down, making sure that the print is facing you. And your 8” side is 

towards the bottom.  Figure 1.2 
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7. Grab a ruler and a fabric marking pen. Measure 1 ½ “up from the seam line, mark your line. 

Next, from your 1st marked line 

Measure up another 1 ½” and mark. You will make 1 more 1 ½” marked line up from the second 

marked line. Figure 1.3 

 



 Figure 1.3 

 

8. From your 1st marked line, pinch the fabric and pull up the 1st marked line to meet the 2nd 

marked line. Put pins on the edge of the fabric to hold your fold into place. Repeat, this step but 

use the 2nd line and meet the 3rd marked line. Don’t forget to pin the edge of your fold so that it 

will stay in place. Helpful hint: Your pleats will overlap a small amount. Refer to picture above 

and below for pleat reference. You will be stitching on the sides of the pleats. This will allow 

the wearer of the mask to adjust for a better fit. 

9. Sew a ¼” seam along the sides of your mask, remember to remove your pins before you get to 

your needle.  

10. Set your mask aside  

11. Grab your 2- 2.5”x 42-43” pieces of fabric, fold your fabric long ways with the print of the fabric 

facing up, press into place 

12. Open your fabric strip back up, you will see a visible line down the center from your pressing 

giving you a right and left side. Take the right side of your fabric and meet the middle line and 

press. Do the same for the left side. You now have your straps formed.  

13. Sandwich your mask part in between the middle of your strap fabric that you just made. (by 

folding the left and right sides towards the middle). Make sure that you find the center of your 

strap before you sandwich your mask so that there will be enough strap on both ends to tie.  

14. Starting at one end of your strap, sew all the way down making sure that you catch your mask 

along the way. Repeat for the next side 

15. Fold over a small amount at the send of your strap and sew down the ends, this will close off the 

open ends. 

 

This pattern was designed by Kimber Reaves 2020 

Any questions or concerns please contact Kimber Reaves at Kimber.reaves@gmail.com                                                           

See video on facebook page Surgical Mask DIY Community                                                                      
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